Your 24/7 Stock Management System

The CASSLink Air Waybill (AWB) Stock Management System is a value added service for airlines and their agents, offering an invaluable auditing facility; as well as, an automated means of allocating AWB Serial Numbers to approved agents.

Fully integrated within CASSLink, the CASSLink AWB Stock Management System simplifies the process of airline issuance of neutral numbers to forwarders.

CASSLink Stock Management is online and linked to the file upload mechanism, providing operational stock usage information. Carriers also have the option to provide global number ranges.

Significant benefits are provided for the forwarding community, including the ability to request stock allocation on-line 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Forwarders and airlines can also track usage and monitor both used and unused allocations.

### Benefits

- Airline defined allocation relationships for each agent
- Online dynamic reporting
- Agent online number request and allocation
- Auto generated allocation messages to agents and airlines
- Agent branch or consolidated allocation option
- Low stock warnings
- Targeted audit of non-processed AWBs
- Global range option

### Benefits for Airlines

- Improved AWB audit functionality
- Automated allocation to freight forwarders – 24 x 7
- Retain complete control of access and allotment of AWBs
- “Global” range option
- Program accommodates pre-printed AWBs; as well as, automated and express number ranges

### Benefits for Freight Forwarders

- Access to airline stock - 24 x 7
- Agency consolidated allocations
- On-line reporting of usage

Activating the CASSLink Stock Management is very easy!
You simply need to subscribe to the service directly on our CASSLink platform, and start enjoying its benefits immediately.